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Abstract

Neuromechanical studies investigate how the nervous system interacts with the
musculoskeletal (MSK) system to generate volitional movements. Such studies have
been supported by simulation models that provide insights into variables that cannot be
measured experimentally and allow a large number of conditions to be tested before the
experimental analysis. However, current simulation models of electromyography (EMG),
a core physiological signal in neuromechanical analyses, are mainly limited to static
contractions and cannot fully represent the dynamic modulation of EMG signals during
volitional movements. Here, we overcome these limitations by presenting NeuroMotion,
an open-source simulator that provides a full-spectrum synthesis of EMG signals during
voluntary movements. NeuroMotion is comprised of three modules. The first module is
an upper-limb MSK model with OpenSim API to estimate the muscle fibre lengths and
muscle activations during movements. The second module is BioMime, a deep neural
network-based EMG generator that receives nonstationary physiological parameter
inputs, such as muscle fibre lengths, and efficiently outputs motor unit action potentials
(MUAPs). The third module is a motor unit pool model that transforms the muscle
activations into discharge timings of motor units. The discharge timings are convolved
with the output of BioMime to simulate EMG signals during the movement. Here we
also provide representative applications of NeuroMotion. We first show how simulated
MUAP waveforms change during different levels of physiological parameter variations
and different movements. We then show that the synthetic EMG signals during
two-degree-of-freedom hand and wrist movements can be used to augment experimental
data for regression. Ridge regressors trained on the synthetic dataset were directly used
to predict joint angles from experimental data. NeuroMotion is the first full-spectrum
EMG generative model to simulate human forearm electrophysiology during voluntary
hand, wrist, and forearm movements. All intermediate variables are available, which
allows the user to study cause-effect relationships in the complex neuromechanical
system, fast iterate algorithms before collecting experimental data, and validate
algorithms that estimate non-measurable parameters in experiments. We expect this
full-spectrum model will complement experimental approaches and facilitate
neuromechanical research.
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Author summary

Neuromechanical studies investigate how the nervous system and musculoskeletal
system interact to generate movements. Such studies heavily rely on simulation models,
which provide non-measurable variables to complement the experimental analyses.
However, the simulation models of surface electromyography (EMG), the core
physiological signal widely used in neuromechanical analyses, are limited to static
conditions. We bridged this gap by proposing NeuroMotion, the first full-spectrum
EMG simulator that can be used to generate EMG signals during voluntary movements.
NeuroMotion integrates a musculoskeletal model, a neural network-based EMG
generator, and an advanced motoneuron model. With representative applications of this
simulator, we show that it can be used to investigate the variabilities of EMG signals
during voluntary movement. We also demonstrate that the synthetic signals generated
by NeuroMotion can be used to augment experimental data for regressing joint angles.
We expect the functionality provided by NeuroMotion, which is provided open-source,
will stimulate progress in neuromechanics.

Introduction 1

Human neuromechanics is the discipline that combines neuroscience and biomechanics 2

to reach a fundamental understanding of the interactions between the nervous, 3

muscular, and skeletal systems during human movements [1]. It allows us to uncover the 4

functions and mechanisms of the nervous system under the production of 5

movements [2, 3], by studying the movements from the perspective of their neural 6

control [4]. Neuromechanical investigations are also important for developing decoding 7

methods by providing the link between neural activities and behaviours. The decoding 8

methods can be used to identify human intent from neural signals generated during a 9

specific behaviour (neural interfaces). Neuromechanical studies have therefore allowed 10

us to address problems ranging from motor control [4], rehabilitation engineering [5], 11

and human-machine interfaces [6]. 12

Due to the complex interplay of the nervous, muscular, and skeletal systems, 13

researchers have used multiple simulation tools to explore certain aspects of human 14

neuromechanics. A series of models that describe the neuron structures and functions 15

have been proposed, including the classical Hodgkin-Huxley model [7]. At a macro scale, 16

several analytical and numerical electromyography (EMG) models have been used to 17

study the electrical outputs produced by skeletal muscles upon activations of 18

populations of neurons [8–11]. In parallel, multiple simulation platforms, such as 19

OpenSim [12,13], have been widely used to study human body movements during 20

dynamic simulations in biomechanical studies. However, the electrical outputs are rarely 21

simulated together with the biomechanical system during voluntary movements. 22

OpenSim allows the users to include EMG signals as an additional input for better 23

estimating the musculo-tendon dynamics and parameters but does not forwardly 24

generate EMG signals during a movement [12]. Fuglevand’s model has been widely used 25

to study muscle force, motoneuron activities, and EMG signals mainly under isometric 26

contractions [14]. A recurrent neural network has been recently used as a black box to 27

convert motions to the downsampled and smoothed muscle activities without knowing 28

the internal parameters of the system [15]. One primary reason for the lack of an 29

integrated and precise EMG simulator feasible for voluntary movements is the absence 30

of models that link EMG generation to movement biomechanics. Another reason is that 31

current advanced EMG models are not efficient enough to adapt to the non-stationary 32

physiological parameters during a voluntary movement. These two challenges have been 33

addressed by our recently released EMG model, BioMime [16], which is a conditional 34
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generative model that takes the physiological parameters as inputs and outputs the 35

dynamic motor unit action potential (MUAP) signals efficiently. 36

Using BioMime as a key module, here we propose NeuroMotion, an open-source 37

EMG generative model that replicates the full-spectrum generation of 38

electrophysiological signals during dynamic contractions. EMG signals are produced by 39

the mixed convolutions of the MUAPs (electrical potential templates generated when 40

one motoneuron is activated) and spike trains (continuous discharge timings of a 41

motoneuron) of all active motor units during a movement. Correspondingly, 42

NeuroMotion consists of three modules. The first module is an upper-limb 43

musculoskeletal (MSK) model with OpenSim API for defining and visualising the 44

movement and estimating the muscle fibre lengths and muscle activations during the 45

movement. The muscle fibre lengths are then utilised by the second module, BioMime, 46

to simulate the dynamic MUAPs during the movement. The third module is a motor 47

unit pool model that receives the neural inputs derived from the muscle activations and 48

outputs stimulations to each muscle in the format of spike trains. An overview of 49

NeuroMotion is shown in Figure 1. With NeuroMotion, users can synthesise large EMG 50

datasets under a vast repertoire of hand and wrist movements with all intermediate 51

variables available. One potential application is to fast iterate regression and 52

classification algorithms on a synthetic dataset before collecting experimental data (this 53

data augmentation example will be used later in the Results). Another application is 54

the validation of information extraction algorithms (e.g., EMG decomposition 55

algorithms) when experimental data lacks the ground truth. Data, codes, and 56

instructions are available at https://github.com/shihan-ma/NeuroMotion. 57

Methods 58

Overview 59

NeuroMotion is a surface EMG generative model that is designed to simulate EMG 60

signals during voluntary human upper limb movements. NeuroMotion takes the 61

kinematics of human hand, wrist, and forearm as inputs and outputs the synthetic 62

surface EMG signals that correspond to the myoelectric activities responsible for the 63

movement. Three modules are incorporated to complete this full-spectrum simulation, 64

including an upper-limb MSK model with OpenSim API, BioMime, and a Motor Unit 65

Pool model. Intermediate variables (changes in physiological parameters, MUAPs, and 66

spike trains) are available in this hierarchical and modular simulation. Details of the 67

three key modules are described in Section Core Modules. An overview of the workflow 68

of NeuroMotion is shown in Figure 1. 69

Core Modules 70

MSK Model with OpenSim 71

OpenSim is an open-source software platform that is used for modelling and analysing 72

neuromusculoskeletal systems [12,13]. With this platform, researchers can build MSK 73

models, simulate dynamic movements, and perform motion analysis for biomechanical 74

studies that advance movement science. Here, we use OpenSim as a bridge between 75

movements and physiological system states for three purposes: (1) to define and 76

visualise movements of MSK models, (2) to track the changes in muscle fibre lengths 77

during the movement, and (3) to predict the muscle activations across muscles. 78

Since we mainly focus on simulating EMG signals from the human forearm during 79

hand, wrist, and forearm movements, we chose the ARMs Wrist and Hand Model [17] 80

(ARMs in abbreviation) from the large database of opens-source OpenSim models as the 81
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Fig 1. Overview of NeuroMotion. a), NeuroMotion provides an integrated generative
model to simulate forearm surface EMG signals during voluntary hand and wrist
movements. b), The movements are defined by the kinematics of an upper limb MSK
model. Muscle fibre lengths during the movement are estimated by OpenSim and
imported into BioMime to simulate dynamic MUAPs, which are the continuously
changing electrical potential templates generated by the activations of the motor units.
Neural inputs to each muscle, which can be derived from the normalised muscle
activations from OpenSim or set by the users, are further transformed into spike trains
by the Motor Unit Pool model. Surface EMG signals are finally calculated as the
summation of the convolution of the dynamic MUAPs and the spike trains among all
active motor units.

MSK model used in NeuroMotion. The original ARMs model includes 23 degrees of 82

freedom (DoFs), including the full DoFs of finger movements and the flexion/extension 83

and radial/ulnar deviation DoFs for the wrist. We added the pronation/supination DoF 84

to the source files of ARMs model such that a full range of hand, wrist, and forearm 85

movements could be simulated. 86

The MSK model in NeuroMotion can be customised to the subject’s anthropometry 87

in three ways. First, a fully personalised MSK model can be created by acquiring 88

medical images of the MSK system and building physics-based models. This process 89

requires considerable skills and manual interventions, but has been facilitated by the 90

advancement of automatic tools [18,19] and associated machine learning methods [20]. 91

A more practical approach, which is automated in OpenSim, is to scale each segment in 92

the ARMs model by minimising the distances between the virtual markers placed on 93

ARMs model and the real markers placed on the subject. The ARMs model can also be 94

manually scaled by anthropometric measurements. 95

The movement defined by the user can be visualised and investigated in the 96

OpenSim GUI. Muscle fibre lengths during the movement are related to the joint angles 97

and are tracked and extracted using the OpenSim built-in functions. Assuming tendons 98

to be rigid at constant slack length, the muscle fibre lengths are deduced and imported 99

into BioMime to generate the dynamic MUAPs. Furthermore, the individual muscle 100

activations responsible for the movement are estimated with the built-in Static 101

Optimization tool in OpenSim. Static Optimisation solves the inverse dynamics by 102

minimising the cost function of muscle activations under the constraints of muscle 103

activation-to-force conditions. The exported muscle activations are further normalised 104

and imported into the Motor Unit Pool model to act as the neural input to the 105
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motoneuron pools, according to the linearity properties of the motoneuron pools [21]. 106

OpenSim’s built-in tools have been integrated into NeuroMotion by its python API. 107

BioMime 108

After OpenSim captures the changes in a biomechanical system from the joint 109

kinematics, BioMime is used to simulate the corresponding MUAPs during the 110

movement. BioMime is a deep conditional generative model that simulates electrical 111

potential fields given a set of physiological parameters [16]. A schematic of BioMime’s 112

training and inference pipeline is shown in Figure 2. Learning from the outputs of its 113

teacher numerical model [10], BioMime captures the relations between the physiological 114

parameters and the MUAP templates and essentially replicates the biophysical 115

properties of the volume conductor of the forearm. When the time-varying parameters 116

during a movement are imported into BioMime, the output will change accordingly. 117

Therefore, BioMime can be used to generate a sequence of MUAP templates during any 118

movement as long as the parameter changes are available and plausible. The 119

computational cost to simulate a movement in high temporal resolution is extremely low 120

given BioMime’s ultra-fast inference speed (0.287 seconds per muscle per condition [16]). 121

Input MUAP Output MUAP Discriminator

Prior distribution

Specified conditions

True
/

False

Generator

Encoder Decoder

Fig 2. Schematic of BioMime. BioMime is a conditional generative model trained in an
adversarial way. The generator takes the specified conditions and latent features of
MUAPs as the inputs and outputs the simulated MUAP signals. The latent features
can be encoded from existing MUAPs or sampled from a prior distribution. The
discriminator distinguishes real samples from fake samples conditioned on the specified
parameters. Only the generator is used in NeuroMotion.

The public BioMime model was trained on a dataset generated by a numerical model 122

with a specific forearm anatomy. Therefore, the BioMime model can be regarded as a 123

subject-specific surrogate model of the volume conductor with this forearm anatomy. 124

The user can keep this well-trained model or train their individual BioMime. Detailed 125

instructions on how to train BioMime can be found in 126

https://github.com/shihan-ma/BioMime. The newest version of BioMime supports 127

changes in seven physiological parameters, including the conductivity of the fat layer 128

and the fibre number, depth and medial-lateral position, innervation zone, conduction 129

velocity, and fibre length of each motor unit (Details in the supplementary of [16]). 130

Some of these parameters can be measured experimentally. For example, the location 131

and the fibre length of a motor unit could be estimated by using ultrasound [22,23]. 132

The location of the innervation zone and the muscle fibre conduction velocity can be 133

estimated, for example by using high-density EMG recordings [24, 25]. Some parameters 134

can also be obtained from the synthetic movement of the MSK model. As described in 135

Section MSK Model with OpenSim, muscle fibre length can be estimated by OpenSim. 136

The depth of a motor unit territory and the motor unit conduction velocity can be 137

approximated from the muscle fibre length under some assumptions (see Section 138

Estimate Parameter Changes). 139

As a conditional generative model trained in an adversarial manner, BioMime has an 140

encoder-decoder structured generator and a discriminator. During the inference, only 141

the generator is required. BioMime can be used to generate new MUAPs by morphing 142
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an existing MUAP or by sampling from a prior distribution. The difference is that by 143

morphing an existing MUAP, the output MUAPs keep the properties of the input 144

MUAP that are separated from the seven physiological parameters. These properties 145

are sampled from a prior distribution by sampling. Therefore, generating MUAPs by 146

sampling only uses the decoder. Since the seven parameters explain the bulk of 147

variations of the MUAP templates of the specific subject, the difference between the 148

MUAPs generated by morphing or by sampling is small. NeuroMotion supports both of 149

these two strategies and provides a dataset of MUAPs paired with their physiological 150

parameters for generation under the morphing pattern. 151

Motor Unit Pool 152

The purpose of including the motor unit pool model in NeuroMotion is twofold: (1) to 153

initialise the properties of the motor units within one muscle, and (2) to simulate the 154

motoneuron activities and generate their spike trains. In NeuroMotion, we implemented 155

two types of motor unit pool models, the classical Fuglevand’s model proposed in [14] 156

and a cohort of leaky fire-and-integrate (LIF) neuron models adapted from [26]. 157

The properties of the motor units in the two models are initialised following the 158

rules below. In both models, the motor unit size (number of muscle fibres within each 159

unit) is proportional to the amplitude of the motor unit twitch force [14,27], and the 160

summation of the motor unit sizes meets the expected total number of fibres in one 161

muscle (Equation 1). In the classical model, the peak twitch force is exponentially 162

distributed while in the LIF-based model, the twitches are distributed following the 163

linear-exponential function in Equation 2. Equation 2 was derived from experimental 164

measurements in the literature on human forearm muscles [14,28,29] following the 165

method described in [26]. The total number of fibres in one muscle was estimated as the 166

ratio between muscle physiological cross-sectional area and the average fibre 167

cross-sectional area for typical human forearm muscles [14,30]. In the classical 168

Fuglevand’s model, the conduction velocity is normally distributed within the common 169

range and then sorted from small to large to be positively related to the motor unit size. 170

In the LIF-based model, we adapted the mathematical relationships between the axonal 171

conduction velocity and the neuron surface area from [31] to estimate the fibre 172

conduction velocity. In both models, the depth and medial-lateral positions of motor 173

units are uniformly distributed within the muscle territories. The innervation zone and 174

fibre length are normally distributed within the common ranges. 175

MNsize =
f tw(j)∑N
k=1 f

tw(k)
·Nf , j ∈ [1, N ] (1)

where f tw(j) is the estimated twitch force of the jth motor unit in the population, N 176

the number of motor units, and Nf the total number of fibres in one muscle. 177

f tw(j) = 0.81 · (18.51 · j

N
+ 104.10

j
N

4.83

), j ∈ [1, N ] (2)

In both models, the motoneurons innervating a muscle are sequentially recruited in 178

terms of the intensity of the neural input. The smallest motor unit is first recruited 179

with the lowest impulse response amplitudes. Once recruited, the motoneuron starts to 180

fire regularly. The firing rates of the recruited motor units increase with the input to 181

the motoneuron pool until the peak firing rates are reached. The two models both 182

predict the specific discharge behaviour (spike trains) of the motoneurons from the 183

intensity of the neural input. Specifically, the firing state of a motor unit is decided by 184

the recruitment threshold of the motor unit in the classical Fuglevand’s model [14]. The 185

recruitment thresholds are exponentially distributed such that few motor units have 186
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high threshold and many motor units have low threshold. In the LIF model-based 187

approach, each LIF model captures the complex nonlinear MN dynamics by using a 188

parallel combination of a leaky resistor and a capacitor. A spike is generated when the 189

transmembrane voltage reaches a certain threshold, followed by a refractory during the 190

action potential. With physiologically realistic distributions of the electrophysiological 191

properties and a further interpolation between the motoneuron-specific 192

electrophysiological properties supported by experimental data [26] in the LIF model, 193

the predictions of both models are consistent with the onion skin theory [32] and 194

Henneman’s size principle of sequential motoneuron recruitment [33]. 195

Toolbox Functions 196

In this section, we introduce the basic functions provided by NeuroMotion to define the 197

movement of the ARMs model (Section Define Movement), track the changes in 198

physiological parameters (Section Estimate Parameter Changes), set common drives to 199

motoneuron pools (Section Set Neural Inputs to Motoneuron Pools), and define the 200

structure of motor unit pools (Section Configure Motor Unit Pools). Python code 201

examples for each function are displayed. 202

Define Movement 203

Movements are simulated by using the ARMs model in NeuroMotion. A Python class 204

MSKModel was implemented to handle the related functions. NeuroMotion supports 205

three approaches to defining the movement of the ARMs model. The most basic way is 206

by assigning joint angles to each DoF by using the function ‘load mov’ (Figure 3a). The 207

joint angles can be obtained from motion capture data (like in [34]) or be measured 208

from sensors (as by data glove1 and angle sensors). There are 24 DoFs in the ARMs 209

model and each can be changed separately within a predefined range. NeuroMotion 210

automatically checks whether each input joint angle is within the correct range. It is 211

possible that a movement defined by a set of joint angles is not feasible even though 212

each joint angle is reasonably assigned. For example, a combination of joint angles may 213

result in a sudden and unlikely change in muscle fibre lengths. We encourage the users 214

to visualise the movement in OpenSim GUI and to check if there are such aberrations. 215

The motion file required by OpenSim can be generated from joint angles by using the 216

function ‘write mov’ in NeuroMotion (Python code example at Line 10 in Code Block 217

1). 218

The second way to define a movement is by interpolating between predefined poses. 219

NeuroMotion provides eight default poses, including hand open/grasp, wrist 220

flexion/extension, wrist radial/ulnar deviation, and forearm pronation/supination 221

(Figure 3b). Users can define their customised poses by creating new poses in OpenSim 222

GUI. A movement can be simulated by setting one pose at each stage from the 223

predefined poses and setting the durations of each transition (Python code example at 224

Lines 1-5 in Code Block 1). The eight default poses can be combined before 225

interpolation by concatenating the names of the poses, e.g., ‘open+flex’ means hand 226

open and wrist flexion at the same time. The joint angles are summed after the 227

combination. Users may want to define the movement directly from the motion capture 228

data, as the third way displayed in Figure 3c. This is possible with OpenSim GUI. The 229

users need to place virtual markers at the same anatomical positions on the MSK model 230

as the experimental positions. Then the MSK model can be scaled and the movement 231

can be driven by the motion capture data. 232

1 # build msk model and simulate a movement 233

1https://5dt.com/5dt-data-glove-ultra/
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open grasp wrist ext wrist flex

radial 
deviation

ulnar 
deviation supinationpronation

b)

c)

Markers in Motion Capture Markers in OpenSim

a)

Exp Joint Angles Motions in OpenSim

Fig 3. Illustration of the function of movement definition in NeuroMotion. The MSK
models are driven by the joint angles in OpenSim. NeuroMotion provides three ways to
define a movement. a), The most basic way to define a movement is by setting the joint
angles directly. In this example, the ARMs model is driven by the MCP
(metacarpophalangeal) and PIP (proximal interphalangeal) joints of the five digits. b),
Eight default poses are provided. Users can combine these poses and interpolate
between them to simulate a smooth movement. c), Motion capture data can be used to
drive the MSK model. Markers should be aligned between experimental and simulation
settings.

2 msk = MSKModel () 234

3 poses = [’default ’, ’default+flex’, ’default ’] 235

4 durations = [2] * 2 # 2 seconds for each transition 236

5 fs = 5 # 5 Hz 237

6 ms_labels = [’ECRB’, ’ECRL’, ’PL’, ’FCU’, ’ECU’, ’EDCI’, ’FDSI’] 238

7 msk.sim_mov(fs, poses , durations) 239

8 ms_lens = msk.mov2len(ms_labels=ms_labels) 240

9 changes = msk.len2params () 241

10 msk.write_mov(’./res/mov.mot’) 242

Code Block 1. Example Python codes for defining a wrist flexion movement by
interpolation and for acquiring changes in physiological parameters.

Estimate Parameter Changes 243

BioMime can simulate MUAPs during the changes in seven physiological parameters. 244

Users can import the parameters measured during an experiment. If these physiological 245

parameters are not available from the experiment, NeuroMotion provides an alternative 246

method to approximate some of the parameters. Muscle fibre lengths during a 247

movement of the MSK model can be estimated by using the Muscle Analysis Tool in 248

OpenSim. Two more parameters can be approximated from the muscle fibre length 249

changes. Under the assumption of constant muscle volumes during a movement [11], the 250

cross-sectional area of a muscle changes inversely with the muscle fibre length. Then the 251

conduction velocity can be tracked since it is positively correlated with the 252

cross-sectional area of muscle volumes. If the location of a motor unit consistently 253

changes with the radius of the cross-section, the depth of the motor unit can be 254

estimated as well. Therefore, changes in three physiological parameters can be 255

estimated during a movement. These changes can be obtained by using the function of 256

‘len2params’ in NeuroMotion (Python code example at Line 9 in Code Block 1). 257
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Set Neural Inputs to Motoneuron Pools 258

Activations that trigger muscle contractions are often represented by spike trains. The 259

spike trains are generated by motoneurons by transforming the input they receive and 260

are convolved with the MUAP templates to generate the interference EMG signals. It 261

still remains a challenge to decode the real neural input to motoneurons from 262

experimental EMG data, and thus it is difficult to set these inputs to their true values 263

during a movement. 264

NeuroMotion provides three ways to set the input to each motoneuron pool. First, 265

the user can set predefined and commonly used activation profiles, which include 266

constant, trapezoidal, triangular, and sinusoidal activations. The amplitude and 267

duration of each type of activation can be easily changed. Second, as described in 268

Section MSK Model with OpenSim, muscle activations during a movement can be 269

estimated by OpenSim with the Static Optimisation Tool. The muscle activations are 270

then normalised to the activations during the maximum voluntary contractions and 271

used as the neural inputs to the muscles. Third, NeuroMotion provides the interfaces 272

for the user to set the muscle activations by the outputs of their algorithms, for 273

example, using the normalised EMG signals recorded during experiments or the signals 274

derived from muscle synergies [35]. 275

Configure Motor Unit Pools 276

NeuroMotion organises the motor unit pool structures by providing a Python class 277

MotoneuronPool. This class parameterises the electrical and mechanical properties of 278

a motor unit pool, of which each property can be easily customised. Fundamental 279

properties include the motor unit size, conduction velocity, motor unit positions, 280

innervation zones, and fibre lengths. In the implementation of classical Fuglevand’s 281

model, the motor unit recruitment threshold, the minimum and maximum firing rate of 282

each motor unit, variability of the inter-pulse intervals, and motor unit twitch force and 283

contraction time can be manually assigned. In the LIF-based model, the 284

motoneuron-specific parameters, such as the resistance, capacity, and time constant, are 285

set given the mathematical descriptions in [26]. Example Python codes that define a 286

classical motor unit pool model, define the input to motoneurons, and calculate the 287

spike trains are shown in Code Block 2. 288

1 # test motor unit pool model 289

2 mn_pool = MotoneuronPool(num_mu , rr , rm , rp, pfr1 , pfrd , mfr1 , mfrd , 290

ge, c_ipi , frs1 , frsd) # parameters that define the motor unit 291

recruitment and firing pattern 292

3 # properties 293

4 config = edict({ 294

5 ’num_fb ’: 25000, 295

6 ’depth’: [20, 30], 296

7 ’angle’: [20, 30], 297

8 ’iz’: [0.5, 0.1], 298

9 ’len’: [0.5, 0.1], 299

10 ’cv’: [4, 0.5] 300

11 }) 301

12 properties = mn_pool.assign_properties(config , True) 302

13 # define input drive 303

14 fs = 2048 # Hz 304

15 duration = 6 # s 305

16 ext = np.linspace(0, 1.0, fs * duration) 306

17 # Force and twitches 307

18 mn_pool.init_twitches(fs) 308

19 mn_pool.init_quisistatic_ef_model () 309

20 # spike trains 310
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21 _, spikes , fr, ipis = mn_pool.generate_spike_trains(ext) 311

Code Block 2. Example Python codes for defining a motor unit pool model and for
setting the input drive to the pool.

Results 312

NeuroMotion provides the input, output, and all intermediate variables to the users, 313

including the joint kinematics and the muscle fibre lengths during a movement, the 314

neural input to each motoneuron pool, the neural commands to the muscles in the 315

format of spike trains, the dynamically changing MUAPs, and the interference surface 316

EMG signals. Given the above information, NeuroMotion can be used to analyse the 317

impact of a specific parameter on the EMG signals and to provide synthetic datasets for 318

data augmentation and validations of EMG-related algorithms. Here we displayed the 319

variations of MUAPs during dynamic contractions and compared the similarities 320

between MUAPs within and across muscles. A case study was provided in which the 321

synthetic dataset generated by NeuroMotion was used to augment an experimental 322

dataset for improving the accuracy in estimating joint angles from EMG signals. 323

Synthetic MUAPs during Dynamic Contractions 324

MUAPs When One, Two, and Three Parameters Change 325

NeuroMotion allows researchers to estimate the changes in muscle fibre length, 326

conduction velocity, and motor unit depth during the movement of the ARMs model 327

(Sections MSK Model with OpenSim and Estimate Parameter Changes). Here, we gave 328

examples of the simulated MUAPs during a wrist flexion and extension movement 329

(Figure 4a) with four levels of parameter changes, including changing only muscle fibre 330

length, changing muscle fibre length and conduction velocity, changing muscle fibre 331

length and motor unit depth, and changing all three parameters. One representative 332

MUAP from the ulnar head of Flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU(u)) and its changes over time 333

are displayed in Figure 4b. By changing the muscle fibre length, the duration of the 334

MUAPs slightly varied. Changing the conduction velocity also influenced the duration 335

of the MUAP while changing the motor unit depth had a more substantial impact on 336

the waveforms. Changes due to the three physiological parameters during the movement 337

are visualised in Figure 4c, d, and e, respectively. 338

MUAPs across Poses 339

We then proceeded to study how MUAPs from different muscles change across 340

movements. Three basic movements were simulated by using the tools described in 341

Section Define Movement, including sequences of hand-open to hand-grasp, hand-open 342

to wrist flexion and extension, and hand-open to radial and ulnar deviations. We 343

visualised the changes in MUAPs from six superficial muscles. As shown in Figure 5, 344

only the lengths of digitorum muscles (extensor digitorum, ED and flexor digitorum 345

superficialis, FDS) changed during hand grasp and open movement. As a result, 346

MUAPs from ED and FDS displayed large variations while MUAPs from the other 347

muscles maintained their waveforms. All six muscles were activated during the flexion 348

and extension movement. Therefore, the duration, amplitude, and waveform of the 349

MUAPs from the six muscles all changed consistently with the movement. The 350

digitorum muscles (ED and FDS) and palmaris longus (PL) muscle contributed less to 351

the radial and ulnar deviations, and thus MUAPs from these three muscles showed 352

fewer variations during wrist deviations. 353
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20 64 8Time (s)

Muscle length

Muscle length
Velocity

Muscle length
Velocity
MU depth

MU 
FCU(u)

a)

b)

c) d) e)
48 ms

Muscle length
MU depth

Hand open Wrist flexion Hand open Hand openWrist extension

Poses

Fig 4. Changes in the MUAPs of one representative motor unit in FCU(u) during a
wrist flexion/extension movement. a), Sequence of the movement. b), MUAPs
generated by NeuroMotion. The MUAPs in the first row were morphed using the
muscle fibre length profiles output by the ARMs model using OpenSim, the second row
using muscle fibre length and conduction velocity, the third row using muscle fibre
length and motor unit depth, and the fourth row using all three parameters. c),
Normalised muscle fibre length profiles from the ARMs model. d), Normalised
conduction velocity. e), Normalised motor unit depth.

In-muscle and Cross-muscle MUAP Similarities 354

Muscles within the forearm have small volumes. Thus, MUAPs within a single forearm 355

muscle might have similar waveforms due to the overlapping motor unit territories. We 356

studied the similarities between MUAPs within a single muscle, across pairs of muscles, 357

and across joint angles during a wrist flexion and extension movement. The similarity 358

was evaluated by the normalised mean square error, which is defined by the mean 359

square error between two MUAPs divided by their averaged power. The MUAPs were 360

first cropped to a sub-grid where all channels had the maximum amplitude above 75% 361

of the average across channels. 362

The similarities between MUAPs of three muscles, an extensor (Extensor carpi 363

radialis brevis, ECRB) and two heads of one flexor (Flexor carpi ulnaris ulnar and 364

humeral heads, FCU(u) and FCU(h)), are shown by the confusion matrices in Figure 6. 365

MUAPs within the same muscle showed higher similarity than MUAPs across different 366

muscles. MUAPs within the two heads of the FCU muscle were more similar than 367

MUAPs within the FCU and the ECRB muscles. 368

We were also interested in how movements influence the similarities of the MUAPs 369

and whether the changes in the similarities during the movement are consistent across 370

MUAPs within each muscle. Figure 7 shows the similarities between MUAPs morphed 371

during a wrist flexion/extension movement and their baseline shapes (MUAPs at zero 372

joint angles). MUAPs were gradually morphed away from their baseline shapes when 373
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grasp flex/ext

Muscle 
length

deviation

ECRB

ECU

FCU(u)

ED

FDS

PL

35 ms

Fig 5. Changes in MUAPs during three movements. One representative MUAP was
chosen from each of the six muscles and was consistently morphed during three
movements. The first row: normalised muscle fibre length profiles from the ARMs
model during grasp-open, flexion-extension, and radial-ulnar deviation. The second to
the seventh rows: MUAPs transformed during the three movements in the six muscles.
The colours from dark blue to light green indicate the time frames from the beginning
to the end of the movement. For each MUAP, a subgrid of three channels were chosen
for display, which was consistent across the three movements.

the joint flexion or extension angle increased. The similarities of MUAPs across joint 374

angles were consistent within the MUAPs of each muscle with small variances. MUAPs 375

in extensors showed higher levels of dissimilarity during wrist extension than during 376

wrist flexion, and the opposite for MUAPs in flexor muscles. 377

Synthetic EMG signals for data augmentation 378

The synthetic EMG signals generated by NeuroMotion can be used to augment 379

experimental datasets for myoelectric control. In this case study, we simulated hand and 380

wrist movement following the experiments in [36]. In the experiments, each subject 381

performed simultaneous wrist and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) flexion/extension with 382

self-paced speed in five trials. Single-channel EMG signals on six forearm flexors and 383

extensors were recorded, as well as the wrist and MCP joint angles. The EMG signals 384

were normalised by the maximum EMG signals during maximum voluntary contractions 385

and then used as the neural inputs to the corresponding muscles to produce spike trains. 386

The joint angles were used to drive the ARMs model, where the output muscle fibre 387

lengths were imported to BioMime to simulate dynamic MUAPs. Finally, the synthetic 388

EMG signals were simulated by convolving the spike trains and the MUAPs. 389

We simulated the synthetic EMG data from three subjects. Six out of 320 channels 390

were selected from NeuroMotion’s output by matching the positions of the real 391

electrodes and the simulated electrodes. EMG signals during maximum voluntary 392

contractions were also simulated to normalise the synthetic data. Root mean square 393

values were computed from 200-ms intervals with 50-ms overlapping. Each sample was 394

labelled with the two joint angles. 395
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ECRB

FCU(h)

FCU(u)

FCU(u)-ECRB

FCU(h)-ECRB

FCU(u)-FCU(h)

Fig 6. Similarity between MUAPs within/across muscles in confusion matrices. Deeper
colours in the first and the third columns indicate a lower normalised mean square error
(NMSE) and higher similarity. Black denotes NMSE > 0.2 (less similar) and white
NMSE < 0.2 (more similar) in the second and the fourth columns. The left two
columns show similarity between MUAPs within single muscles while the right two
columns show similarity between MUAPs across two muscles.

We show that the synthetic EMG signals are of practical use in two ways. First, we 396

trained ridge regressors for each subject and each DoF on the synthetic dataset. The 397

trained regressors were directly applied to regress the joint angles from the experimental 398

EMG signals of the same subject. The averaged Pearson correlation coefficients for one 399

subject were 0.54 and 0.72 for wrist and MCP, respectively. For the other two subjects, 400

the best regressors predicted the two joint angles with Pearson correlation coefficient > 401

0.5 in one trial. An example of regression results is shown in Figure 8 a. 402

Second, we show that the synthetic data can be used to augment the experimental 403

data. Specifically, we randomly selected two trials of experimental data and two trials of 404

synthetic data to form a new training dataset. The ridge regressors trained on this 405

augmented dataset were tested on one trial of the experimental data, which was 406

different from the trials in the training dataset. For two subjects, the performance of 407

the regressor was improved when trained on the augmented dataset. For example, as 408

shown in Figure 8 b, the Pearson correlation coefficient of regressing wrist improved 409

from 0.64 to 0.71 and MCP from 0.54 to 0.57. 410

Discussion 411

We have presented NeuroMotion, which provides the first open-source simulator for 412

neuromechanical investigations by modelling the electrical outputs during voluntary 413

human movements. With the three key modules, NeuroMotion provides a wealth of 414

functions that give full freedom to users to simulate signals by using the default settings 415

or by customising the configurations. All input, intermediate, and output variables are 416

available in this hierarchical and full-spectrum simulation, indicating multiple potential 417

usages of NeuroMotion. 418
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Fig 7. Similarity between MUAPs across joint angles during a wrist flexion/extension
movement. The joint angles were normalised between -1.0 (flexion) and 1.0 (extension).
MUAPs at zero flexion/extension were used as the baseline shapes, which were
compared with the continuously morphed MUAPs during the movement to calculate the
NMSE (dissimilarity metric, higher values indicate higher differences). NMSEs were
averaged within each muscle at each time step, with the variances shown by the green
shaded area.

Rich Variances of MUAPs during Dynamic Contractions 419

NeuroMotion provides three ways to define the movement of the ARMs model. The 420

easiest way is to interpolate between (the combinations of) the eight default poses. 421

Examples in Figure 4 and Figure 5 showed simulations of MUAPs by using the 422

interpolation tools. Physiological parameters were smoothly changed during the 423

movement, which resulted in a continuous variation of MUAP waveforms. The 424

variations of synthetic MUAPs are similar to the variations of MUAPs observed during 425

experiments in a qualitative way [37–39]. For example, the shortening of muscle fibres 426

or increasing of conduction velocity during natural muscle contractions reduced the 427

duration of a MUAP; MUAPs of muscles that contribute less to a movement showed 428

fewer variations (PL in wrist deviation). Compared with the limited muscles studied 429

under a few discretised joint angles during experiments, NeuroMotion can simulate 430

MUAPs from eight forearm superficial muscles under any voluntary movements in a 431

high temporal resolution. Such functionality allows users to test the assumptions made 432

in the simulations (e.g., changes in parameters) or study the rich variances of MUAPs 433

within or across muscles as displayed in Figure 6. The ability of NeuroMotion to 434

generate dynamic MUAPs consistent with muscle functionalities demonstrates its 435

superiority to previous models that either adapted the classical cylindrical model to 436

discretised stages [40] or empirically transformed the MUAP waveforms [41]. We expect 437

that NeuroMotion will meet the demand for providing synthetic EMG signals during 438

dynamic muscle contractions for validating adaptive decomposition algorithms [37]. 439

We also showed that the generated MUAPs were muscle-specific with low similarity 440

across different muscles (Figure 6). The variations of MUAPs during a movement were 441

consistent within muscle but different across muscles (Figure 7). When the wrist 442

flexion/extension angle increased, MUAPs were gradually transformed and deviated 443

away from their initial version, leading to an increasing difference (higher NMSE). The 444

similarity at each joint angle showed small variances across MUAPs within each muscle, 445

which indicates that deformations of fibres within one muscle are similar. MUAPs from 446

flexors experienced more variations during flexions while MUAPs from extensors showed 447

more variations during extensions. This observation fits well with the fact that 448

flexors/extensors manifest a more drastic contract during flexions/extensions. These 449

results evidence the potential of using NeuroMotion to investigate the variations of 450

MUAPs within/across muscles during voluntary movements. 451
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Fig 8. Representative results of using NeuroMotion’s output to train regression
algorithms and to augment the experimental dataset. a), The regressors trained on the
synthetic dataset could predict wrist and MCP joint angles from the experimental data,
with the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) 0.62 and 0.72, respectively. b), When
trained on the dataset augmented by the synthetic signals, the ridge regressors achieved
better performance compared with the regressors trained only on the experimental data.

Test-bed for Cause-Effect Studies and Data Augmentation for 452

Regression Analysis 453

With access to all inputs, outputs, and intermediate variables in NeuroMotion, users 454

can study cause-effect relationships between the joint kinematics, neural drives, 455

physiological parameters, muscle forces, MUAPs, spike trains, and surface EMG signals. 456

As a simple demonstration of such studies, we showed how MUAP changes differently 457

with one to three physiological parameters changed during a wrist flexion/extension 458

movement (Figure 4). Coupled with experimental MUAPs observed at the same muscle 459

under discretised movements, such simulations will help test the assumptions made in 460

Section Estimate Parameter Changes and elucidate the contributions of the 461

physiological parameters to the MUAPs. Another example displays the transformations 462

of MUAPs under three wrist-and-hand movements (Figure 5). This allows the 463

investigation of how MUAP changes when the commonly used forearm DoFs are 464

activated, which will further provide insights into designing and improving current 465

adaptive decomposition algorithms. 466

NeuroMotion can also be used to study the “inverse” relations between the outputs 467

and the inputs of the system, for example, to pre-train algorithms that regress joint 468

angles from EMG signals and to augment the experimental dataset. Here we gave an 469

example to show that ridge regressors trained on the synthetic dataset can be directly 470

applied to regress joint angles from experimental signals. Furthermore, we found that 471

the performance of the regressors could be improved when trained on the augmented 472

dataset. These findings are consistent with the perspective of using synthetic datasets 473

to augment the limited actual dataset and facilitate algorithm training [10, 42]. Another 474

important observation from the regression example is that the properties of the 475

synthetic EMG signals largely depend on neural inputs/spike trains. It still remains a 476

major challenge to decode the real neural inputs during a voluntary movement, and 477

thus impossible to set an exactly accurate neural input in NeuroMotion. Here, we used 478

the normalised EMG signals recorded on each muscle as the neural inputs. The 479

flexibility provided by NeuroMotion allows the investigation of the actual relationship 480
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between the neural input and the joint kinematics, for instance, by adjusting the input 481

drives to make the synthetic EMG signals more similar to the experimental data under 482

the same protocols. This will in turn give insights into the real relations between joint 483

kinematics and neural inputs during voluntary movements. 484

Limitations and Future Directions 485

As the first integrated open-source generative model to simulate EMG signals during 486

voluntary movements, NeuroMotion still has some limitations that should be noted. 487

First, the current BioMime model in NeuroMotion is used as a replica of a specific 488

volume conductor system but not a universal one. A related limitation is that the 489

locations of the electrodes are fixed (10 × 32 channels around the forearm) and cannot 490

be specified. This can be addressed by training a subject-specific BioMime with 491

different electrode configurations. Details of data preparation and model training can 492

be found in [16]. Building a universal BioMime model that can be adapted to specific 493

subjects and allows a random sampling of electrical potentials on the surface is also in 494

our future work. 495

Second, the muscle-related results obtained from MSK simulations are highly 496

sensitive to some MSK parameters [43–46], including the muscle-specific maximum 497

isometric force, tendon slack length, optimal fibre length, and the muscle moment arm. 498

These parameters in the ARMs model may deviate from the specific subject, which will 499

affect the estimation of muscle activation. Scaling the ARMs model or building a 500

personalised MSK model can address some of the above issues. The personalised models 501

could be further used to simulate patient’s data, such as fatigue and limited mobility in 502

people with spinal cord injuries. 503

Third, changes in physiological parameters during voluntary movement are 504

estimated by first extracting the changes in muscle fibre length using OpenSim and then 505

approximating the changes in conduction velocity and motor unit depth under 506

physiological assumptions. Currently, the fibre lengths are derived from the geometrical 507

muscle-tendon lengths computed with the ARMs model in OpenSim by assuming the 508

tendons to be rigid and at constant slack length [27,47]. This assumption of stiff 509

tendon [48] is acceptable given that the investigated muscles have ratios of tendon slack 510

length to optimal fibre length below 5.0 [48]. However, the muscle-tendon interacting 511

dynamics during contraction are not considered under this assumption, which might 512

introduce errors in estimating the changes in muscle fibre length and muscle activation. 513

We expect that the accuracy of NeuroMotion will be improved with the advancement of 514

in vivo measurements of physiological parameters during movements. 515

Conclusion 516

We proposed NeuroMotion, an open-source EMG simulator that generates surface EMG 517

signals during human forearm movements. For the first time, NeuroMotion provides a 518

core resource for the neuromechanics community to address the problem of simulating 519

physiological electrical outputs during biomechanical movements and allows a 520

full-spectrum simulation from movements to neural commands and EMG signals. All 521

intermediate variables (kinematics, dynamic MUAPs, spike trains) are available during 522

the simulation, which makes the model flexible to use for the users’ own purposes. We 523

demonstrated that one potential application is to use synthetic data to augment the 524

experimental data for training regression algorithms. We would expect that with the 525

functionality and extensibility provided by NeuroMotion, users can customise the way 526

they utilise NeuroMotion that will ultimately yield progress in the neuromechanics 527

fields. 528
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